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						Want to see what others
						say about PDF-Creator?
						Here are the testimonials
						we've received during last month, January 2019:

						
						I published my first
						newsletter using PDF-Creator this weekend and it worked
						flawlessly. You should increase the price of this tool,
						much better than the Adobe product -- Will Campbell,
						Rochester, NY

						
						Perfect every time. Not a
						single flaw or error. Thank you!! -- Geoff Hamilton,
						Woolton, Liverpool, UK

						
						Brilliant. Well done, this
						is just what I wanted. This is way simpler than Adobe's
						Acrobat Writer. It should put that company out of
						business. I hope my testimonial helps -- Robert Wade,
						Wareham, Dorset, UK

						
						Pass my thanks onto your
						development team. As a writer, I routinely make
						manuscripts available via my Web site, however I don't
						want people to copy them. With your easy settings
						screen, it's incredibly simple for me to do this. I've
						recommended to all my author friends -- Nor Hamzah,
						Gendale, CA

						
						Great program, really
						helped me. Very simple to use. I just print my document
						and my PDF file is created. Thanks very much for all
						your help! -- Jonathan Tite, Owings Mills, MD

						
						This is the best PDF
						creator tool I've ever tried. Does just what it says on
						the tin. Please use this as a testimonial, I really
						recommend your product -- Bill Wareham, Malvern,
						Worcs, UK

						
						I'm not the sort of person
						to write with praise, but just wanted to say you guys
						did a really good job here. Perfect product, excellent
						work. Flawless -- Elizabeth Forrest, Phoenix, Arizona

						
						Every other PDF tool I've
						tried has been buggy and full of problems. I even tried
						the official Adobe Acrobat Writer software and was so
						confused by the options, I gave up almost instantly.
						Your program is so simple... you just click File, then
						Print, and that is IT. Please tell this to all your
						customers and add my name as a testimonial. Thank you --
						Marcus Rochon, Southam, Warwickshire, UK
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			BUY BEFORE
			MIDNIGHT, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4TH 2019

			... at the following OFFER PRICES!
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			TOTALLY UNLIMITED VERSION --
			INSTANT DOWNLOAD!

			APPROX ï¿½15.95 OR 17.95 Euros
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			INCLUDES FREE SHIPPING TO ANYWHERE
			IN THE WORLD!

			INSTANT DOWNLOAD LINKS ALSO SENT VIA E-MAIL

			APPROX ï¿½25.95 OR 28.95 Euros
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